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Abstract

As evidenced by the Chelyabinsk and Tunguska airburst events in Russia, decameter-

scale Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) can pose a hazard to human life and infras-

tructure from the energy they deposit in the atmosphere as they break up.

To understand the potential damage these small NEOs can cause on Earth’s

surface, it is imperative to be able to model their atmospheric entry quickly

and accurately. Here we compare three semi-analytical models of asteroid air-

bursts that differ in their descriptions of fragment separation and spreading.

Each model can be calibrated to produce a good fit to the energy deposition

curve inferred from Chelyabinsk observations, but in each case the implied ini-

tial meteoroid strength is different and when the calibrated models are upscaled

to Tunguska, the results diverge. This introduces an inter-model uncertainty

that compounds the large range of uncertain physical and model parameters

that influence probabilistic hazard assessment. Uncertainty quantification of

airburst energy deposition was performed for a theoretical impacting object

with H-magnitude 27, assuming no prior knowledge of any other impactor or

model parameter. Each of the three models produces a different distribution

of airburst outcomes, however, the variation attributable to physical parameter

uncertainty is far larger than the inter-model differences. To constrain the ini-

tial conditions of the Tunguska event, the same uncertainty quantification was

performed for an H-magnitude 24 event. Among the scenarios consistent with

Tunguska observations (5-10 km burst altitude, 10-60◦ trajectory angle, 3-50

MT TNT total energy release) the most likely range of impact conditions was:
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radius of 25-75 m, mass of 1×108 - 2.5×109 kg, initial velocity of 11.5-33 km/s,

and angle of 25-60◦.

Keywords: Near-Earth Objects, Airbursts, Numerical Modelling, Uncertainty

Quantification, Tunguska

1. Introduction1

Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) with diameters 1-100 m, are abundant, difficult2

to observe, and strike Earth with little to no warning (Harris et al., 2015).3

Their potential threat was brought to light on the morning of 15th Febru-4

ary 2013, when a ∼20 m diameter asteroid entered Earth’s atmosphere above5

Chelyabinsk, Russia and deposited in the atmosphere an equivalent energy of6

∼550 kT TNT (1 kT TNT (kiloton of trinitrotoluene) = 4.185×1012 J) (Popova7

et al., 2013). Meteoroids of this scale enter Earth’s atmosphere on a 10-1008

year time frame, with smaller meteoroids with diameters of 1-4 m entering at9

least once a year (Brown et al., 2013). Objects approximately 10-140 m in10

diameter are astronomically difficult to observe, and enter Earth’s atmosphere11

infrequently, so ground-based methods, such as meteor observations, infrasound,12

and microbarographs, do not collect data often (e.g., Brown et al., 2002a; Rev-13

elle, 1997). This makes it extremely difficult to constrain how frequently they14

enter Earth’s atmosphere and to detect incoming events (Mainzer et al., 2011).15

Small objects (< 5 m) often reach the Earth’s surface with low velocities16

and can be recovered as meteorites. Larger objects (5-100 m in diameter) are17

unlikely to reach the ground, because the dynamic ram pressure exerted by the18

atmosphere on the moving meteoroid causes intensive fragmentation of the body,19

which, in turn, dramatically enhances the meteoroid’s vaporisation; as a result,20

the meteoroid’s kinetic energy is almost entirely transferred to the atmosphere21

(Artemieva & Shuvalov, 2016). These events are usually called “airbursts”.22

They create an intense “fireball” and a powerful blast wave, which can reach23

the surface and cause damage over a wide area (Artemieva & Shuvalov, 2016).24

A large airburst over a populated area is rare; however, such an event can25
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have devastating local consequences (Brown et al., 2013; Popova et al., 2013;26

Avramenko et al., 2014).27

As decameter-sized objects enter the atmosphere infrequently, computer28

models are useful to study their potential ground effects (Register et al., 2017).29

Several different computational approaches have been developed to simulate me-30

teoroid entry (e.g., Boslough & Crawford, 1997; Shuvalov & Artemieva, 2002;31

Collins et al., 2017), which differ in their degree of complexity. As the complex-32

ity of approach increases, so does the computational expense. Consequently,33

the most realistic shock physics simulations of asteroid breakup (e.g. those34

developed by: McGlaun et al., 1990; Stone et al., 1992; Shuvalov et al., 1999;35

Nichols, 2014), which rely on the fewest simplifying assumptions, are often too36

time consuming to be of direct use in probabilistic hazard assessment. As a37

result, simplified, semi-analytical models are more widely used in ensemble haz-38

ard assessment (models used include: Chyba et al., 1993; Hills & Goda, 1993;39

Avramenko et al., 2014; Wheeler et al., 2017). These models can be run quickly,40

however, they also rely on many simplifying assumptions and require the use of41

several poorly defined parameters, which are generally tuned to fit observational42

data.43

There are very few well-recorded airburst events on Earth with which to44

calibrate semi-analytical airburst models. Chelyabinsk is the only well-recorded45

large event on Earth (Popova et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2013) that caused46

damage to civilisation from the blast waves. Several smaller events (∼1-4 m47

diameter) have been recorded (Brown et al., 2016), such as Tagish Lake (Brown48

et al., 2002b), Park Forest (Brown et al., 2004), and Sutter’s Mill (Jenniskens49

et al., 2012), but these events did not cause ground damage. Typically, only one50

model is used to reproduce the energy deposition profile, and model parameters51

and unknown physical properties are tuned to fit the data. When performing52

probabilistic hazard assessment, there are many unknown physical parameters,53

so hundreds of thousands of scenarios need to be considered (e.g., Reinhardt54

et al., 2016; Collins et al., 2017; Mathias et al., 2017).55

In this paper, we compare three different semi-analytical models of asteroid56
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disruption: the Pancake Model by Chyba et al. (1993), the Debris Cloud Model57

by Hills & Goda (1993), and the Chain Reaction Model by Avramenko et al.58

(2014). We calibrate unknown parameters in each model using estimates of59

energy deposition as a function of altitude derived from the Chelyabinsk light60

curve (Brown et al., 2013). We then apply these calibrated models to differ-61

ent scales, such as the 1908 Tunguska meteor event, where we find they no62

longer agree. We explore the impact of this inter-model uncertainty, relative to63

the overall physical and model parameter uncertainty, on predictions of aster-64

oid energy deposition in the atmosphere. We illustrate the effect of individual65

parameters on the outcome of each model, to see which parameters have the66

largest influence, and how these effects vary between models. We also perform67

a latin-hypercube sample uncertainty quantification, using the Dakota frame-68

work developed by Sandia National Laboratories (Adams et al., 2016), over all69

unknown parameters, for a hypothetical event where only an H-magnitude of70

27 is known. Finally, we use the same uncertainty quantification approach to71

explore the potential initial conditions of the 1908 Tunguska event.72

2. Modelling Asteroid Energy Deposition in the Atmosphere73

The disruption, ablation, and deceleration of small asteroids and meteoroids74

has been simulated by a number of different computational approaches. These75

include complex shock physics hydrocodes (such as: CTH, ZEUS, SOVA, and76

ALE3D, originally described by McGlaun et al., 1990; Stone et al., 1992; Shu-77

valov, 1999; Nichols, 2014, respectively) and semi-analytical approaches that can78

be broadly separated into two classes: continuous fragmentation models, which79

simulate the disruption and spreading of a continuous cloud of fine-grained de-80

bris (e.g., Chyba et al., 1993; Hills & Goda, 1993; Collins et al., 2005; Avramenko81

et al., 2014); and discrete fragmentation models, which explicitly represent the82

progressive break-up and separation of the object into smaller individual frag-83

ments (e.g., Passey & Melosh, 1980; Artemieva & Shuvalov, 2001; Revelle, 2005;84

ReVelle, 2007). A third form of model, referred to as a hybrid/combined model,85
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marries both of these classes, and represents the fragmentation process as a86

combination of independent fragments and debris clouds (first described by87

Borovička et al. (2007), implemented by Popova et al. (2013), and developed by88

Register et al. (2017); Wheeler et al. (2017, 2018)).89

Here we focus on semi-analytical continuous fragmentation models as these90

are widely used for fast, probabilistic hazard assessment (Stokes et al., 2003;91

Collins et al., 2005; Reinhardt et al., 2016; Rumpf et al., 2017) and have been92

shown to provide a good, first-order description of the largest and most haz-93

ardous airbursts of stony asteroids (e.g., Chelyabinsk: Avramenko et al., 2014;94

Collins et al., 2017; Register et al., 2017). We compare three continuous frag-95

mentation models described in the literature (Chyba et al., 1993; Hills & Goda,96

1993; Avramenko et al., 2014). All three models solve the same governing equa-97

tions (e.g., Passey & Melosh, 1980; Chyba et al., 1993; Register et al., 2017) to98

describe the changes in velocity, mass, trajectory, and altitude of the asteroid99

with time as it traverses the atmosphere. The models differ in their description100

of the post-fragmentation change in cross-sectional area and drag of the collec-101

tion of fragments, which affects how rapidly the debris decelerates and transfers102

energy to the atmosphere. Figure 1 describes the individual parameters used in103

the equations.104

The first differential equation describes the velocity of the meteoroid as it105

decelerates from its initial velocity to a minimum free-fall velocity under the106

competing influences of drag and gravity:107

dv

dt
=
−CDρaAv2

2m
+ g sin θ (1)

where CD is the drag coefficient, which depends on the shape of the meteoroid108

and usually varies between 1 and 2 in the hypervelocity regime (Melosh, 1989;109

Avramenko et al., 2014). While the asteroid remains intact, we assume the drag110

coefficient and meteoroid cross-sectional area remain constant and the other111

terms vary. The asteroid mass changes owing to ablation, assuming mass is lost112

from the front and/or back of the body; air density increases as the impactor113

penetrates deeper into the atmosphere; and the trajectory angle changes as the114
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the parameters used to describe a meteoroid’s path through

the atmosphere. A meteoroid of radius r (m), cross-sectional area A (m2), and mass m (kg),

enters Earth’s atmosphere, with an atmospheric density ρa (kg/m3), density ρm (kg/m3),

and planet radius Rp (m), at a trajectory of θ (◦) to the horizon. At any point along its path,

the meteoroid’s altitude is z (m) and its along-trajectory velocity is v (km/s).

influence of gravity grows relative to the drag.115

The change in mass of the meteoroid owing to ablation is calculated using:116

dm

dt
=
−CabρaAv3

2
(2)

where Cab is the ablation parameter and Cab = CH

Q . CH is the heat coefficient117

and Q is the heat of ablation. The heat of ablation is generally assumed to be118

1×107 J/kg (Chen, 2016). The heat coefficient, on the other hand, is poorly119

constrained (Johnston et al., 2015). It is usually assumed to be about 0.1,120

however, recent simulations found that CH had a value less than 0.045 for all121

velocities 14-20 km/s and a radii 1-100 m (Johnston & Stern, 2017; Johnston122

et al., 2018). While it is clear that Cab is not fixed with velocity and radius,123

until further research to constrain the parameter is performed, we will follow124

previous work and assume it remains fixed within a single simulation, and adopt125

a baseline value of 10−8 kg/J (Register et al., 2017).126

The trajectory of small meteoroids can be affected slightly by gravity but127

deviation from the initial trajectory is usually minimal until the later stages of128
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flight. This deflection is calculated using:129

dθ

dt
=
g cos θ

v
− CLρaAv

2m
− v cos θ

RP + z
(3)

where CL is the coefficient of lift, and has a value less than or equal to 10−3
130

(Melosh, 1989).131

The altitude of the meteoroid as it traverses the atmosphere is calculated132

using the equation:133

dz

dt
= −v sin θ (4)

The onset of break-up of the meteoroid uses the widely-employed approxima-134

tion that fragmentation occurs when the ram pressure acting on the meteoroid135

exceeds the bulk strength of the meteoroid (σ0):136

ρav
2 > σ0 (5)

The original pancake model by Chyba et al. (1993) uses a slightly different137

condition for the onset of fragmentation, but for consistency between models138

we have employed the same condition to all three.139

Each model makes different assumptions and uses different equations to140

describe the expansion of the meteoroid after fragmentation. Figure 2 is a141

schematic diagram summarizing the three models and their different assump-142

tions (described in sections 2.1 - 2.3).143

2.1. Pancake Model by Chyba et al., 1993144

The first semi-analytical model we consider was described by Chyba et al.145

(1993) and is referred to here as the Pancake Model (PM). It is the simplest146

of the three models, and treats the fragmented meteoroid as a strengthless147

liquid that spreads perpendicular to the direction of travel due to hydrodynamic148

loading. The spreading is described by the equation:149

r
d2r

dt2
=
CDρav

2

2ρm
(6)

This equation is derived from a force balance on the sides of a cylindrical me-150

teoroid. Here we have treated the meteoroid as a sphere to aid comparison151
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between the three models, and define CD = 1.5 (Chyba et al. (1993) used a152

value of 1), unless otherwise stated, to be consistent with the value employed in153

the other models. This spreading may continue indefinitely or it can be capped154

at a limiting ratio of the deformed to initial meteoroid radius, defined here as155

the pancake factor, fp. To provide a good match to light curve data, a value of156

fp ≈ 4-8 is usually required (Collins et al., 2005).157

2.2. Debris Cloud Model by Hills and Goda, 1993158

The second semi-analytical model we consider was described by Hills & Goda159

(1993) and is referred to here as the Debris Cloud Model (DCM). It supposes160

that while the ram pressure acting on the meteoroid exceeds a constant bulk161

meteoroid strength the object continuously undergoes a process of fragmentation162

and fragment separation. Thus fragmentation/spreading begins at the same163

point as in the Pancake Model, but the criteria for the termination of spreading164

is different in each case. In the DCM, spreading ceases when the velocity of165

the debris cloud decreases below a critical value, related to the strength and166

density of the fragments. During fragmentation the model treats the disrupted167

meteoroid as an impermeable cloud of small meteoroid fragments that expands168

according to an equation derived from an energy balance between the kinetic169

energy of the debris cloud and the work done during cloud expansion. The rate170

of radial spreading is given by:171

dr

dt
=

[
7

2
CS

ρa
ρm

] 1
2

v (7)

where CS is a dimensionless scaling factor (described as α in the original paper)172

and is usually assumed to be ∼1. This model was expanded upon in Hills &173

Goda (1998).174

2.3. Chain Reaction Model by Avramenko et al., 2014175

The final model we consider is the Chain Reaction Model (CRM), first de-176

scribed by Avramenko et al. (2014). It is based on a conceptual analogy be-177

tween continuous fragmentation of meteoroids and the fission chain reaction in178
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fissile materials, where the meteoroid progressively disintegrates into a cascade179

of smaller and more numerous fragments.180

As fragmentation proceeds, the CRM assumes that the cross-sectional area181

of the fragment cloud is equivalent to the sum of the cross-sectional areas of all182

individual fragments. Under this assumption, the mass of each fragment can be183

calculated using the equation:184

mfr =
9πm3

16A3ρ2m
(8)

where m is the meteoroid mass (accounting for ablation) and A is the instanta-185

neous cross-sectional area of the cloud.186

In the case of the CRM, as with the DCM, fragmentation is allowed to pro-187

ceed continuously while the ram pressure exceeds the strength of the meteoroid188

fragments. However, unlike the DCM, the CRM assumes that the fragments189

become progressively stronger as they decrease in size according to Weibull190

statistics (Weibull, 1951):191

σ∗ = σ0

(
mfr

m0

)−α

(9)

where α is the so-called “strength exponent” that controls the rate of strength192

increase as the fragment size decreases. The value of α is variable for different193

meteoroids and conditions, however, values between 0.1 and 0.5 are usually194

used for stony asteroids (e.g., Svetsov et al., 1995; Popova & Nemchinov, 2002;195

Popova et al., 2011). In Avramenko et al. (2014) a value of 0.18 was used to196

model Chelyabinsk.197

The CRM is the only model we compare that explicitly relates the radius of198

the expanding cloud of fragments to the mass lost by ablation. Therefore, it in-199

cludes two different equations to describe the change in radius of the meteoroid:200

one to describe the change in meteoroid radius before fragmentation begins and201

after it ceases (equation 10a), and another during fragmentation (equation 10b).202

Avramenko et al. (2014) originally defined these equations in terms of effective203

cross-sectional area, however, here we redefine them in terms of effective radius204

to allow for comparison to the pancake and debris cloud models.205
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram comparing the three models: (left to right) the Pancake Model

as described by Chyba et al., 1993, the Debris Cloud Model as described by Hills & Goda,

1993, the Chain Reaction Model as described by Avramenko et al., 2014.

dr

dt
=


1

3

r

m

dm

dt
, ρav

2 < σ∗ (10a)

1

3

r

m

dm

dt
+
CF (ρav

2 − σ∗)
1/2r

2m1/3ρ
1/6
m

, ρav
2 > σ∗ (10b)

where CF is the coefficient of fragmentation. A value of CF = 1.5 was found206

to give a good match to the Chelyabinsk energy deposition curve (Avramenko207

et al., 2014).208

3. Comparison of the Three Continuous Fragmentation Models209

All three models, described above (Fig. 2), use the same set of differential210

equations (Equations 1 - 4) to describe the asteroid’s descent through Earth’s211

atmosphere prior to break-up. In this work, the density of Earth’s atmosphere is212

calculated by interpolation from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Table (COESA,213

1976). As all three models assume the same initial strength of the meteoroid,214
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Figure 3: Comparing how the energy deposition (left) and meteoroid radius changes relative to

the meteoroid’s initial radius (spreading ratio) (right) with altitude for each model described

in Figure 2. This plot is of an object with initial conditions from Chelyabinsk (v = 19.04 km/s,

r = 9.95 m, ρm = 3300 kg/m3, θ = 17o) (Avramenko et al., 2014), initial strength of 0.5

MPa, and model parameters from the literature; fp = 7, CS = 1, α = 0.18, Cab = 1.2x10−8,

CL = 1x10−3, CF = 1.5.

fragmentation begins at the same altitude in each model. The main difference215

between the three models is the rate of spreading and the ultimate spreading216

ratio. Figure 3 shows the energy deposition profiles and meteoroid spreading217

ratio (radius/initial radius) versus altitude for each model using the same me-218

teoroid initial conditions and the nominal model coefficients (as described in219

the original papers). As a pancake factor (spreading limit) was not imposed in220

the original description of the Pancake Model (Chyba et al., 1993), a nominal221

pancake factor of 7 was used (Collins et al., 2005).222

The DCM has the fastest rate of initial spreading, which remains nearly223

constant throughout the fragmentation period, and has the largest final radius.224

Both the PM and CRM have a more gradual rate of initial spreading, which225

then increases with time. The PM has a constant final radius controlled by the226

pancake factor. The CRM is the only model that shows a decrease in final radius227

from its maximum point of expansion. This is because the CRM is the only228

model in which the mass lost by ablation is explicitly linked to the meteoroid’s229
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radius, and towards the end of its traverse the rate of radius decrease owing to230

ablation exceeds the rate of radius increase due to fragmentation. These different231

spreading rates result in very different energy deposition profiles. Throughout232

the following, we define the peak energy deposition rate as the maximum energy233

deposited per km altitude in the energy release curve. The PM and CRM both234

deposit their energy at similar altitude ranges, however the PM has a smaller235

peak energy deposition rate, which is due to the pancake factor chosen. The236

DCM deposits it’s energy at the highest altitude, and over a smaller altitude237

range.238

A valid criticism of all three continuous fragmentation models is that they239

predict non-physical spreading ratios > 6. Comparisons of observations with240

hydrocode models, suggests that, in reality, spreading factors are limited to ≈ 2241

for most meteoroids (Artemieva & Pierazzo, 2009). However, the effective drag242

forces from larger spreading ratios seems to be consistent with the observed243

energy deposition at Chelyabinsk (Avramenko et al., 2014; Collins et al., 2017;244

Wheeler et al., 2017; Register et al., 2017) and give reasonable results for the245

Tunguska scenario (Chyba et al., 1993; Collins et al., 2005). We therefore pro-246

ceed with the understanding that, while the implied spreading ratios may be247

unrealistic, all of the models provide a reasonable approximation of the increase248

in drag experienced by disrupting asteroids. This increase in drag experienced249

could be due to the changes in density of the body or in the drag coefficient,250

which in the present models are kept constant.251

The above example demonstrates that the three models can produce very dif-252

ferent results for the same meteoroid parameters. However, each model includes253

unconstrained or poorly-constrained numerical parameters (such as fp, CS , and254

α), which introduce uncertainty in model outcomes. Unknown meteoroid pa-255

rameters, such as the strength and density of the object prior to atmospheric256

entry, introduce further uncertainty. To provide a meaningful comparison of the257

models, therefore, we first calibrate each of the models to a specific event with258

good observational constraints – Chelyabinsk – and then compare the predic-259

tions of the three calibrated models when applied to a different airburst scenario260
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– Tunguska. For this calibration exercise, we use the energy deposition curve261

as a function of altitude, which is straightforward to derive from the models262

and has been inferred from the recorded light curve data for airbursts such263

as Chelyabinsk (e.g., Brown et al., 2013). Other useful sources of information264

to help constrain the burst parameters can be found in seismic records, infra-265

sound records, visible and near-infrared observations of irradiated energy, and266

recorded/human observations (Popova et al., 2013).267

3.1. Model Calibration: the Chelyabinsk airburst268

The largest, and most well-documented airburst in recent history, occurred269

over Chelyabinsk in Russia on the morning of 15th February, 2013. The main270

fragmentation event began at an altitude of ∼40 km and had ceased by 20 km271

altitude (Brown et al., 2013). The event deposited ∼550 kT TNT equivalent272

energy along the meteoroid trajectory, and generated strong blast waves, which273

reached the ground and caused widespread damage (Brown et al., 2013). 44%274

of buildings in Chelyabinsk were damaged, including broken windows and some275

structural damage, and 1600 people were injured due to secondary effects (Avra-276

menko et al., 2014). The event was well-recorded by scientific equipment, as well277

as many citizens’ personal cameras. From the recorded light curve data, Brown278

et al. (2013) calculated an energy deposition with altitude curve. From this data279

and recovered meteorites, an initial velocity of 19.04 km/s, a diameter of ∼20280

m, an angle of ∼17◦, and a bulk density of ∼3.3 g/cm3 have been calculated281

(Borovička et al., 2013; Avramenko et al., 2014).282

To calibrate each of the three continuous fragmentation models, we compared283

the simulated energy deposition profiles with the Chelyabinsk energy deposition284

curve calculated by Brown et al. (2013). To limit the scope of the calibration285

exercise, we held constant those meteoroid properties that are well constrained286

by the observations (initial trajectory angle, impactor speed, impactor mass) as287

well as the numerical parameters common to more than one of the models (the288

drag coefficient, heat coefficient, and heat of ablation). In addition, we adopted289

a fixed nominal impactor radius of 9.95 m assuming a meteoroid density of 3.3290
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Figure 4: The three semi-analytical models optimised to model the Chelyabinsk event. (a)

(left) The energy deposition profiles with altitude compared to the energy deposition curve

derived by Brown et al., 2013, and (b) (right) the corresponding spreading ratios. The

Chelyabinsk initial conditions used were: v = 19.04 km/s, r = 9.95 m, ρm = 3300 kg/m3, θ

= 17o) (Avramenko et al., 2014).

g/cm2 (based on samples of the recovered meteorites). The parameters that291

were allowed to vary in the calibration were those with the greatest uncertainty:292

the meteoroid strength at the onset of break-up and model-specific coefficients293

that dictate the rate of spreading of the fragmenting meteoroid. The best-fit294

Pancake Model solution for Chelyabinsk involved an initial strength of 0.95 MPa295

and a pancake factor, fp = 7.1 was used. For the Debris Cloud Model, an initial296

strength of 1.1 MPa and a dispersion coefficient, CS = 0.3, were required. The297

Chain Reaction Model used an initial strength of 0.4 MPa, a strength exponent,298

α = 0.177, and a fragmentation coefficient, CF = 1.3. These are non-unique299

solutions; however no combinations could achieve equally as good fits with the300

same initial strength. The fit we achieved for the Chain Reaction Model is301

slightly different to that of Avramenko et al. (2014), as a different atmospheric302

density profile was used in the original paper. The fitting of models was done303

by eye in order to provide the closest match to the altitude of energy deposition,304

peak energy deposition rate value, and rate of energy deposition.305
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Each model can reproduce the Chelyabinsk energy deposition curve pro-306

duced by Brown et al. (2013) from the light curve data to a reasonable approxi-307

mation (Fig. 4a). In each case, the peak energy deposition rate and the altitude308

of this peak (burst altitude) are in close agreement. The corresponding evolu-309

tion of the spreading ratio in each model is very similar (Fig. 4b). The upper310

portion of the energy deposition curve is controlled by the meteoroid rate of ex-311

pansion, and the height of initial fragmentation. As the CRM predicts the most312

gradual initial spreading, the meteoroid must begin to break up at a relatively313

high altitude (low initial meteoroid strength) to achieve the best fit to the en-314

ergy deposition curve. Conversely, the DCM predicts the most rapid spreading,315

and hence, break-up must occur at a lower altitude (high initial strength). The316

PM is intermediate to the CRM and DCM in spreading rate, break-up altitude317

and meteoroid strength. The highly non-linear spreading rates of the CRM and318

PM provide a slightly better match to the upper portion of the inferred energy319

deposition curve compared to the more linear expansion of the DCM. The lower320

portion of the curve is controlled by the final meteoroid radius, and hence, rate321

of deceleration, so the largest final radius causes the meteoroid to slow over the322

shortest altitude range. The DCM has the largest final radius, and provides the323

best match to the lower portion of the inferred Chelyabinsk energy deposition324

curve. We note that none of our models reproduce the small peak at approx 24325

km. This can be accounted for by a secondary strong fragment that separates326

from the main body or has a higher strength exponent (Avramenko et al., 2014).327

It has not been modeled here as it has only a minor effect on the bulk energy328

deposition.329

3.2. Model Prediction: the Tunguska event330

To investigate the sensitivity of each model to a change in airburst magni-331

tude, we next examine the predictions of each of the models when applied to a332

more energetic airburst scenario using the same initial meteoroid strength and333

spreading parameters as the Chelyabinsk calibration.334

The largest impact event on Earth to occur during recorded history, was335
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in 1908, over the forests of Siberia. A bright ‘hot’ light was observed to come336

from the sky, accompanied with thunder-like sounds, surface shaking, collapse337

of wooden buildings, shattered windows, and destruction of a deer farm (Kulik,338

1927). Thousands of square kilometers of forest were devastated, with many339

trees falling radially from the inferred trajectory in a butterfly pattern. Within340

3 km of the epicentre, directly below the blast centre, trees remained standing341

but many had their branches stripped so that they resembled telegraph poles342

(Vasilyev, 1998). White nights were observed over Europe for the next few days,343

and the atmosphere was more opaque for an entire year (Fesenkov, 1966). The344

event was first connected to a potential impact event by Leonid Kulik in the345

1920’s, but no meteorites were ever recovered. In the 1980’s, cosmic spherules346

were discovered at higher numbers than background levels, which may or may347

not be related to the event (Badyukov et al., 2011).348

Estimates for initial conditions and burst altitude have been calculated using349

the tree-fall pattern and the extent of damage. The event is estimated to have350

deposited anywhere from 3 MT TNT to 50 MT TNT energy equivalent, with351

the most commonly stated estimates of 5-20 MT TNT (Boslough & Crawford,352

2008). This energy has been calculated to have been deposited at an altitude353

of 5-10 km (Trayner, 1997), with the most common estimate of 8.5 km (Ben-354

Menahem, 1975). The meteoroid is estimated to have entered the atmosphere at355

an angle between 10 and 60 degrees to the horizon, but it is often modeled with356

a trajectory angle of 45 degrees, the most frequently occurring impact angle357

(Chyba et al., 1993).358

As the Tunguska meteoroid properties are not well constrained, we adopted359

nominal initial conditions consistent with a total energy deposition of 15 MT360

TNT. We assumed an initial velocity of 20 km/s, which is close to the average361

impact speed on Earth (Le Feuvre & Wieczorek, 2011), an initial radius of 28362

m, a trajectory angle of 45◦, and a bulk density of 3.3 g/cm2. All other model363

parameters, including initial meteoroid strength, which was different for each364

model, were kept the same as the Chelyabinsk calibration.365

Applied to the Tunguska scenario, the predictions of the three airburst mod-366
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Figure 5: Chelyabinsk calibrated models upscaled to Tunguska using nominal initial conditions

to produce a deposition of 15 MT TNT into the atmosphere. All model parameters are kept

the same as the Chelyabinsk calibration. (a) (Left) The energy deposition curves produced, (b)

(right) the corresponding spreading ratios with altitude. Grey region represents the altitude

region where the majority of energy deposition is predicted to have occurred (5-10 km), the

dashed line represents the most commonly estimated altitude (8.5 km).

els vary by ∼3 km in altitude of the peak energy deposition rate, and ∼500 kT367

TNT/km in peak energy deposition rate (Fig. 5a). For the nominal parameters368

used, all three models predict a burst altitude greater than observation-based369

estimates. The PM predicts the lowest burst altitude, while the CRM predicts370

the highest burst altitude. The CRM produces the largest peak energy deposi-371

tion rate and the largest meteoroid spreading ratio, so the energy is deposited372

over a shorter altitude range. The spreading ratios of all three models (Fig. 5b)373

differ significantly from those in the case of Chelyabinsk (Fig. 4b); ablation no374

longer plays a key role in the final radius of the CRM as the rate of expansion375

due to fragmentation outweighs the rate of mass loss due to ablation, the PM376

has the slowest initial rate of spreading, so reaches the lowest altitude before de-377

positing the majority of its energy, and the DCM has a faster rate of spreading,378

which doesn’t increase as significantly as the other models.379
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4. Individual Parameter Uncertainties380

The Tunguska example illustrates that the choice of airburst model intro-381

duces an uncertainty in the predicted burst altitude and peak rate of energy382

deposition. This is in addition to the uncertainties inherent in the unknown383

meteoroid properties and poorly-constrained model coefficients. In this section,384

we compare the relative effects of these different sources of uncertainty for a385

nominal hypothetical airburst scenario.386

4.1. Input Parameter Distributions387

As well as the inter-model uncertainties described previously, there are many388

parameter uncertainties in impact modelling, which add additional complication389

for probabilistic hazard assessment. For some of these parameters, the probabil-390

ity distributions are reasonably well-defined, whereas others are poorly known.391

Figure 6 shows the probability distributions adopted in this study, and each392

parameter distribution is discussed individually.393

4.1.1. Meteoroid Size394

The initial asteroid size prior to entry is difficult to determine. The only395

insight comes from the observed H-magnitude and albedo values of the object.396

For this section and section 5, we will assume that an asteroid with an H-397

magnitude of 27 has been observed. As with any observation, there is a degree398

of uncertainty involved in H-magnitude measurements. To account for this we399

assume a conservative error bound on the H-magnitude of ±0.5. To find the400

approximate impactor diameter, the H-magnitude value (H) is combined with401

an albedo value (pv; Fig. 6), which is sampled from the NEOWISE observed402

distribution (Mainzer et al., 2011). The diameter is then calculated using the403

equation (Bowell et al., 1989):404

D = (1.326× 106)
10−

H
5

√
pv

(11)

The total range of potential radii for an object with an H-magnitude of405

27±0.5 ranges from 2 m to 34 m, with a median of 7 m (Fig. 6). This is similar406
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Figure 6: Probability frequency distribution histograms showing the uncertainty of individual

physical and model parameters that are inherent in meteoroid probabilistic hazard assessment,

which, are the distributions sampled in sections 4 and 5. Distribution bounds: H-magnitude

= 26.5-27.5, albedo = 0.009-0.856, angle = 0-90◦, velocity = 11.2-45 km/s, bulk density =

520-4600 kg/m3, Cab = 3.5×10−10-7×10−8 kg/J, initial strength = 0.1-10 MPa.
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in size to Chelyabinsk, and is within the range of objects with the potential407

to cause damage on the ground from the blast waves, but typically not large408

enough to impact the surface. These are within the size range that enter Earth’s409

atmosphere frequently enough to occur within a lifetime (Harris et al., 2015),410

but small enough to be difficult to observe astronomically.411

4.1.2. Impact Angle:412

This is the most well-defined impact parameter, with the most probable413

angle of entry equal to 45◦ to the horizon. The relative probability of other414

impact angles decreases symmetrically about this value, so both very shallow415

and almost vertical impacts are equally as rare (Shoemaker, 1961). This can be416

described using the quantile function:417

θ =
π

2
− 1

2
cos−1(2P − 1) (12)

4.1.3. Initial Velocity:418

Asteroids can enter Earth’s atmosphere at velocities anywhere from 11.2419

km/s (escape velocity of Earth) to 72 km/s (maximum velocity on Earth = 1420

AU). Almost all asteroids are predicted to enter the atmosphere between 12 and421

45 km/s, with a mean of 20.5 km/s as defined by Le Feuvre & Wieczorek, 2011.422

This distribution can be described approximately using the quantile function423

(Collins et al., 2017):424

v =


11 + 3.5

(
P

0.175

)0.593

, P < 0.175 (13a)

45− 30.5

(
1− P

1− 0.175

)0.443

, P ≥ 0.175 (13b)

4.1.4. Asteroid Bulk Density:425

The pre-entry density distribution of asteroids is poorly understood. As426

a significant proportion of asteroid material is lost in the atmosphere during427

ablation, the meteorite fragments that reach Earth’s surface may not be repre-428

sentative of the initial object’s density. From meteorite samples, a base density429
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distribution can be described using a Gaussian distribution, with a mean value430

of 3257 kg/m3, standard deviation of 510 kg/m3 and minimum and maximum431

values of 1000 and 7000 kg/m3 respectively (Collins et al., 2017). A small aster-432

oid, however, may have a macroporosity of up to 70% due to previous impact433

events throughout its history. This macroporosity distribution is assumed to434

have a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 34%, standard deviation of 18%,435

and minimum and maximum values of 1% and 70% respectively (Britt et al.,436

2002; Carry, 2012; Mathias et al., 2017). This macroporosity value is combined437

with the base density, to produce a bulk density value of the asteroid’s pre-entry438

density (Collins et al., 2017; Mathias et al., 2017).439

4.1.5. Initial Strength:440

The initial strength of a meteoroid is poorly defined. It can be inferred441

observationally, using the assumption that fragmentation begins when the at-442

mospheric ram pressure exceeds the strength of the body (Eq. 5). Hence the443

atmospheric pressure at the altitude of initial fragmentation is taken to be the444

initial strength of the meteoroid. The tensile and compressive strength of sur-445

viving meteoritic material can be determined experimentally and is on the order446

of 10s MPa (Popova et al., 2011). The tensile strength has been used here as it447

is generally smaller than shear stress in stony meteorites (Baldwin & Sheaffer,448

1971), however no single meteorite strength may necessarily be directly compa-449

rable to the aerodynamic breakup strength. As larger meteoroids are likely to450

be weaker than smaller objects, it is possible to link the inferred initial strength451

of the object to its mass, and hence bulk density, using the equation:452

σ0 = σT

(
mfr

m0

)α
(14)

which is a rearrangement of Equation 9, defined by Weibull (1951). In this453

work, the tensile strength, σT , of a 0.01 kg sample (mfr) is randomly selected454

from a range of 30-40 MPa (Popova et al., 2011). This produces a distribution455

that can be described using a logarithmic distribution (Ceplecha et al., 1993),456

however, here the initial strength of each scenario has been linked to its initial457
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mass, density, and strength exponent, α. α is usually defined as a value between458

0.1 and 0.5, which here has been modelled as a continuous distribution (Wheeler459

et al., 2017).460

4.1.6. Ablation Parameter, Cab :461

The ablation parameter combines both the heat coefficient and the heat of462

ablation. Using values from the literature (Hills & Goda, 1993; Collins et al.,463

2005; Shoemaker, 1961), and assessments of the material heat of ablation (John-464

ston & Stern, 2017; Chen, 2016), a log-distribution from 3.5×10−10 - 7×10−8
465

kg/J has been used to account for uncertainty (Mathias et al., 2017).466

4.1.7. Other model parameters; CD, CF , CS, CL, fp:467

All other model parameters have been defined in the literature, although468

exact ranges of values have not always been stated. These model parameters469

are often tuned to fit the model to a specific event. For this reason, all pa-470

rameters have been modeled using a uniform (flat) distribution, to incorporate471

the potential error in these values, using the literature to determine to most472

plausible range; CD = 1-2 (Chyba et al., 1993; Avramenko et al., 2014), CF =473

1-2 (Avramenko et al., 2014), and CS = 0.1-1 (Hills & Goda, 1993; Wheeler474

et al., 2017). The effect of CL is extremely minimal (Chyba et al., 1993), so we475

hold it constant at a value of 10−3. An fp of 7 usually provides the best match476

to observational data, however it is possible for it to vary anywhere between477

1 (where no spreading occurs) to infinity. fp has been varied in Section 4.2,478

however, as in most instances the best fit is found to have a value of ∼7, we479

chose to keep it at constant value of fp=7 in sections 5 and 6.480

4.2. Individual Parameter Effects481

We now explore the effect of each parameter individually on model outcomes.482

Some parameters have a large effect, whereas others only have a minimal effect.483

Previous literature has explored the effect of changing both physical and model484

parameters on the model outcome, however this exercise has only been done485

for one model independently (Wheeler et al., 2017; Collins et al., 2017). Here486
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we compare how changing each parameter effects all three models, how the487

trends vary between models and how the observed change compares to previous488

studies. The results are presented in Figures 7-8 and discussed in the individual489

subsections below.490

The effect of each parameter has been tested using the Dakota software491

(Adams et al., 2016), as this is the software used to perform the uncertainty492

quantification over all parameters in Sections 5 and 6. Dakota allows for the use493

of latin-hypercubed sampling; which provides optimal coverage of the parameter494

distribution over the range of samples selected. To allow for direct comparison to495

be made between the three models, we apply the same sets of initial conditions496

to each of the three models.497

For the individual parameter tests, all model parameters and initial condi-498

tions are kept at baseline values, shown in Table 1, except the one parameter,499

which is varied using the distributions described in Section 4.1. For each pa-500

rameter, 10 samples were selected.501

Initial Physical/Model Parameter Baseline Value Variation Range

Velocity (km/s) 20 11.2-43

Radius (m) 10 2-34

Bulk Density (kg/cm3) 3300 1000-7000

Macroporosity (%) 18 1-70

Angle (o) 45 0-90

Initial Strength (MPa) 0.3 0.1-10

Cab (kg/J) 1e−8 3.5e−10-7e−8

fP 7 2-∞

α 0.18 0.1-0.5

CD 1.5 1-2

CF 1.5 1-2

CS 1 0.1-1

Table 1: Baseline values used for individual parameter sensitivity study.
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of atmospheric energy deposition to change in physical parameters. From

top to bottom: angle (o), velocity (km/s), bulk density (kg/m3), radius (m), initial strength

(MPa) varied independently, whilst all other parameters maintain baseline values in Table 1.

(Left to right) Energy deposition curves modelled by the PM, DCM and CRM respectively,

and (far right) comparing burst points of all models.
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4.2.1. Entry Angle:502

The impact angle principally affects the burst altitude, however there is a503

different pattern for each model (Fig. 7). In all models, as the angle of entry504

relative to the horizon becomes steeper, the burst altitude decreases, increasing505

the likelihood of the airburst having an effect on the surface. With both the506

PM and CRM, as the entry angle increases, the peak rate of energy deposition507

increases. This generally agrees with findings of Collins et al. (2017), which508

used the PM. For the CRM, at a low trajectory angle, the peak rate of energy509

deposition is low and the burst altitude is high; as the angle increases, the burst510

altitude decreases and the peak rate of energy deposition rapidly increases until511

an angle of ∼40◦, and then the only change in burst point is the decreasing512

altitude. By contrast, in the DCM, as the entry angle increases, both the burst513

altitude and the peak rate of energy deposition decrease.514

4.2.2. Initial Velocity:515

The initial velocity has a large effect on the peak energy deposition rate,516

however it has minimal effect on the burst altitude in all three models (Fig. 7).517

Results of all the models have a similar trend, however the CRM produces the518

largest range of possible peak energy deposition rates. As the velocity increases,519

the total kinetic energy of the asteroid increases. The CRM predicts the energy520

is deposited over a smaller altitude range than the PM and DCM, so it produces521

the largest peak energy deposition rate. As velocity increases, the burst altitude522

increases slightly, consistent with Collins et al. (2017).523

4.2.3. Asteroid Bulk Density:524

Results of all three models follow the same trend of increasing peak energy525

deposition rate and decreasing burst altitude as the bulk density of the asteroid526

increases (Fig. 7), consistent with the results of Collins et al. (2017). There527

is a slight curve in this trend, with altitude being more affected at small bulk528

density values. The CRM results show the shallowest change in burst altitude529

as the density increases.530
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4.2.4. Radius:531

The initial object radius has a large effect on all three models, but all model532

results follow the same trend (Fig. 7). As the size of the asteroid increases, the533

peak energy deposition rate increases and the burst altitude decreases.534

4.2.5. Initial Strength:535

The initial strength of the meteoroid produces a similar trend in the PM536

and DCM results, but the CRM results show a very different trend (Fig. 7).537

For all models, as the initial strength of the object increases, the burst altitude538

decreases. The PM and DCM results show a linear trend, where the peak en-539

ergy deposition rate increases as strength increases. This trend is the same as540

observed by Wheeler et al. (2017) using their Fragment Cloud Model. However,541

the CRM results show the opposite trend where peak energy deposition rate542

decreases with a decrease in altitude, resulting in the energy being deposited543

over a wider altitude range. This occurs because, in the CRM, rate of spread-544

ing decreases as fragment strength increases (whereas in the other models it is545

independent of strength).546

4.2.6. Ablation Parameter, Cab:547

The ablation parameter has a larger effect on the peak energy deposition548

rate in the PM and DCM than in the CRM (Fig. 8). However, results from549

all three models show different trends. In both the PM and DCM, the burst550

altitude and peak energy deposition rate decrease as the ablation parameter551

decreases. At high ablation parameter values, the trend is similar in results of552

both models. However, as the ablation parameter value decreases in the PM, it553

begins to only affect the peak energy deposition rate, not burst altitude; in the554

DCM, the opposite trend is observed. The CRM results show only a variation of555

approximately 5 km in burst altitude and 10 kT/km in peak energy deposition556

rate. The CRM results agree with those of Wheeler et al. (2017), however the557

PM and DCM results show a much larger variation in outcome owing to a change558

in ablation parameter.559
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of energy deposition to change in model parameters ((top) ablation pa-

rameter, (middle) drag coefficient, and (bottom, left to right) pancake factor, fp, coefficient of

spreading, CS , coefficient of fragmentation, CF , strength exponent, α), independently, whilst

all other parameters maintain baseline values in Table 1. (Left to right) Energy deposition

curves modeled by the PM, DCM and CRM respectively, and (far right, top and middle)

comparing burst points of all models. fp, CS , CF , and α are only involved in one model, so

their effect is only presented on the relevant model.

4.2.7. Drag Coefficient, CD:560

The drag coefficient has minimal effect on results of all three models (Fig. 8).561

The largest effect is seen in the PM, but this effect is still minimal in comparison562

to the other model and physical parameters.563
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4.2.8. Pancake Factor, fp:564

The pancake factor is only present in the PM, but has a large effect on the565

energy deposition profiles (Fig. 8). As fp decreases, the burst altitude and peak566

energy deposition rate also decrease. This change was also observed by Collins567

et al. (2017). It occurs because when the spreading limit is reduced, the cloud568

takes longer to decelerate so reaches lower altitudes and deposits its energy over569

a larger altitude range. When the pancake factor is increased above a value of570

≈ 7 the energy deposition profiles are very similar to that produced when fp is571

left unconstrained.572

4.2.9. Fragmentation Coefficient, CF :573

The fragmentation coefficient is only present in the CRM, so there are no574

changes to results in the other two models. The effect observed on the CRM575

results is a lower burst altitude as the value of CF decreases (Fig. 8). There is576

a small non-linear variation in peak energy deposition rate, however the change577

is minimal.578

4.2.10. Separation Coefficient, CS:579

The separation coefficient is only used in the DCM and only has a small580

overall effect (Fig. 8). As CS increases, the burst altitude increases and the581

peak energy deposition rate slightly increases. This result is consistent with582

Wheeler et al. (2017), however in their model CS is referred to as the ‘Cloud583

Dispersion Coefficient’.584

4.2.11. Strength Exponent, α:585

The strength exponent is only used in the CRM and it has a large effect586

on the burst altitude and peak energy deposition rate (Fig. 8). As the α587

value increases, the total kinetic energy is deposited over a wider altitude range,588

resulting in a decrease in the rate of energy deposition and burst altitude. At589

low values of α, peak energy deposition rate is more sensitive to α, whereas at590

high α values, burst altitude is more sensitive to α. This result is different to591
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that found by Wheeler et al. (2017); they find that as α increases the burst592

altitude decreases and the peak energy deposition rate increases.593

4.3. Summary of Individual Parameter Effects594

As seen in the rest of section 4, there is a large number of uncertain param-595

eters (section 4.1), and this parameter variation can result in a large change in596

energy deposition (section 4.2). The degree of variation and trend in energy de-597

position versus altitude depends on the model used, with few parameters having598

the same effect in all three models. Some of these trends agree with previous599

studies by Collins et al. (2017) and Wheeler et al. (2017), whereas some are600

contradictory.601

The energy deposition rate is most affected by velocity, impact angle, bulk602

density, and radius. Constraining these physical parameters will allow for the603

greatest reduction in uncertainty when performing probabilistic hazard assess-604

ment. Model choice becomes important when initial strength, ablation pa-605

rameter, and impact angle are unknown. This is because the models behave606

differently when these parameters are varied, so the difference in outcome be-607

tween models will be larger if these parameters cannot be constrained. All three608

models have at least one model parameter that is independent of the other mod-609

els; fp, CS , CF , and α. These all provide some ability to fit model outputs to610

observed data without changing any initial physical parameters. The effect of611

CD in each model is small and consistent between models, so this is the least612

important model parameter to constrain.613

5. Parameter Uncertainty in Probabilistic Hazard Assessment614

The results presented in Section 4 show the large range of physical and615

model parameter uncertainty that is inherent in probabilistic airburst hazard616

assessment. We apply this parameter uncertainty to a hypothetical scenario617

in which an H-magnitude 27 object has been observed that is on an impact618

trajectory with Earth, and no other parameter constraints are known. We as-619

sume a conservative measuring error of ± 0.5 in H-magnitude. This uncertainty620
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quantification was performed using the Dakota software, developed by Sandia621

National Laboratories (Adams et al., 2016), with a Latin-hypercube sample of622

30,000 different scenarios. This generates 30,000 different impact scenarios that623

represent the full scope of the potential physical and model parameter space.624

All three models are applied to each of the 30,000 impact scenarios. The prob-625

ability distribution of each parameter used is shown in Figure 6 and described626

in Section 4.1.627

Figure 9 shows point density plots of all the potential burst points over the628

full range of parameter uncertainty if only the H-magnitude is known. The629

burst point is the point of the maximum energy deposition rate at the altitude630

it occurs. We display the model outcome in terms of the burst point as it allows631

for direct comparison with results earlier in the paper. However, we note that632

point density plots of burst altitude versus the kinetic energy of the impactor633

show very similar distributions owing to the correlation between kinetic energy634

and peak energy deposition rate.635
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Figure 9: Point density plots of all the burst points, of 30,000 samples, with the highest density

of points plotted in yellow, changing towards purple where the points are lowest in density.

All three models are plotted using the same colour scale for the point density. Red cross shows

the median burst altitude and peak energy deposition rate predicted by each model.

All three models have qualitatively similar distributions with some quanti-636

tative differences between them. The main observable difference is the burst637

altitude. The burst altitude is consistently predicted to be lower using the PM638
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Figure 10: (a) (Left) Cumulative probability of an impactor with a H=27±0.5 having a

specific initial kinetic energy (kT TNT), (b) (middle) cumulative probability of the peak

energy deposition rates, and (c) (right) burst altitude. On all plots, the vertical blue line

denotes where Chelyabinsk would plot for comparison.

than the other two models. The CRM predicts more events in a smaller range639

in burst altitude (Fig. 10c), with a larger range of peak energy deposition rates640

occurring at the same burst altitude. All models, however, predict a similar641

range of peak energy deposition rates for the same range of input conditions.642

The PM has the most concentrated area of scenarios with very similar peak643

energy deposition rates and burst altitudes, with lower point densities in the644

DCM, and further dispersed in the CRM.645

The range of total kinetic energies for an impactor of H-mag 27±0.5, specific646

to the 30,000 cases considered here, varies from 1.9 kT TNT to 84 MT TNT,647

with the median located at 177 kT TNT. 75% of all impactors in this size range648

would have a total energy release less than that of Chelyabinsk, assuming that649

100% of the initial kinetic energy is deposited in the atmosphere. The peak en-650

ergy deposition rates show a similar distribution to the total energy deposited,651

so <75% are predicted to have a smaller ground footprint than Chelyabinsk.652

50-60% of all scenarios burst at altitudes higher than Chelyabinsk. However,653

independent blast wave studies would need to be performed to accurately com-654

pare the potential ground damage to that of Chelyabinsk.655

From this assessment, if an object with an H-magnitude of 27±0.5 was spot-656
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ted, and no other information was known, it is likely that the effects on the657

ground would be less damaging than that of Chelyabinsk. However, there is658

such a broad range of potential outcomes that such an event must be consid-659

ered potentially hazardous. Based on the assumption that the damage seen at660

Tunguska was caused by total energy deposition > 3 MT TNT and burst alti-661

tude < 10 km, there is a 0.1% chance that the asteroid could produce as much662

damage. This could be devastating if it occurred over a highly populated area.663

For this reason, an object with a H magnitude of 27±0.5 should be monitored,664

wherever possible, and potential impact parameters constrained, to reduce the665

uncertainty in predicted outcome. In future, these energy deposition curves666

should be combined with ground damage models to provide further insight into667

the probability of damage occurring on the ground.668

6. Exploring the Tunguska Event669

The Tunguska event of 1908 is not well-constrained and our only insight into670

the asteroid’s properties comes from blast-wave-induced tree damage, seismic671

records, infrasound measurements, thermal radiation burn damage, and com-672

puter models. Section 5 showed how wide the range of possible outcomes for673

one event can be when the physical and model parameters are poorly defined.674

Using the burst altitude, energy deposition, and impact angle estimations from675

the ground damage (e.g., Ben-Menahem, 1975; Trayner, 1997; Pasechnik, 1976;676

Boslough & Crawford, 2008), we explore the potential initial conditions of the677

asteroid that caused such extensive damage in the Tunguska region.678

Harris et al. (2015) estimated the H-magnitude of Tunguska to be ∼24, using679

their power law distribution of Near-Earth Asteroids. Using this information,680

and the knowledge that the Tunguska event was larger than Chelyabinsk (so,681

likely to have a smaller H-magnitude), we have set the H-magnitude to 24±1.682

We selected a larger error range as very little is known about the initial size683

of the Tunguska asteroid so we wanted to ensure we covered as many sizes and684

scenarios as possible. All other physical and model parameters were selected685
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from the probability distributions defined in Section 4, and following the same686

Dakota set up as Section 5. However, for this run we used 60,000 samples as we687

were sampling a larger range of potential sizes.688
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Figure 11: Point density plots of all the burst points, of 60,000 samples, with the highest

density of points plotted in yellow, changing towards purple where the points are lowest in

density. All three models are plotted using the same colour scale for the point density. Red

cross shows median burst altitude and peak energy deposition rate predicted by each model.
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Figure 12: (a) (Left) Cumulative probability of an impactor with a H=24±1 having a spe-

cific initial kinetic energy (kT TNT), (b) (middle) cumulative probability of the peak energy

deposition rate, and (c) (right) burst altitude. The grey region encased in blue lines shows

the estimated region where Tunguska would have occurred, the dashed line shows the most

commonly referenced value.

Figure 11 shows the full range of possible outcomes of a hypothetical H=23-689
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25-scale event. All three models predict a similar distribution of peak energy690

deposition rates, however, the PM consistently predicts lower burst altitudes691

than the other two models. This difference in burst altitude of the PM relative692

to the other models is greater for larger objects than in the H27±0.5 case (Fig.693

9). This discrepancy between models needs to be considered when exploring the694

potential initial conditions of the Tunguska bolide.695

Several studies of the blast wave ground damage at Tunguska have allowed696

for a few physical parameters to be constrained. Most energy was likely de-697

posited at an altitude between 5 and 10 km (e.g., Ben-Menahem, 1975; Trayner,698

1997; Boslough & Crawford, 1997); the angle of entry was between 10◦ and 60◦699

(e.g., Chyba et al., 1993; Zotkin & Tsikulin, 1966) or from the additional infor-700

mation from the butterfly-shape damage area a more refined estimate of 20◦-45◦701

(e.g., Korobeinikov et al., 1976; Boslough & Crawford, 1997); and the total en-702

ergy deposited was between 3 and 50 MT TNT (e.g., Pasechnik, 1976; Boslough703

& Crawford, 2008). Using this information, we have selected all the H=24±1704

scenarios, for each of the models, that satisfy all three criteria, firstly with the705

broader impact angle constraint of 10-60◦ (Fig. 13), and secondly with the re-706

fined impact angle estimate of 20-45◦ (Fig. 14). All the initial conditions that707

fit the criteria are plotted in normalised histograms, overlayed on histograms of708

the full 60,000 scenarios. In Figure 13, we show results for the three models in-709

dividually to highlight differences between the models, whereas Figure 14 shows710

histograms of all three models combined to show how the tighter constraints on711

impact angle affect the other potential parameter ranges for Tunguska.712

In Figure 13, the PM has 2492 scenarios that fit the Tunguska criteria, the713

DCM has 402, and the CRM has 635 out of our full run of 60,000 different714

scenarios. As a result, the combined (Fig. 14) distributions are skewed slightly715

towards the PM results. Among the individual models, the PM shows a consis-716

tently different distribution, whereas the DCM and CRM distributions are very717

similar. All three models require an initial radius between 20 and 80 m; the PM718

has a mean at 41 m and the DCM and CRM have means at 47 m. The initial719

velocity of the Tunguska asteroid is likely to have been between 11.5 and 35720
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Figure 13: Grey regions show the probability distributions of all H24±1 scenarios. Lines show

the distributions of scenarios for each of the models (purple = PM, teal = DCM, orange =

CRM) that have a burst altitude between 5-10 km, impact angle of 10-60◦, and total kinetic

energy of 3-50 MT TNT.

km/s, with a mean of 15 km/s for the DCM and CRM and 17 km/s for the PM.721

The median velocity for all three models is 15±0.8 km/s. Although the impact722

angle is one of the imposed constraints, it is clear that Tunguska is more likely723

to have involved a steeper trajectory angle than a shallower one, within the724
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permitted range. The minimum angle lies between 22-30◦ and all three models725

have scenarios with angles up to the 60◦ limit. The PM has a mean entry angle726

of 48◦, and the DCM and CRM have a slightly steeper mean of 50◦. The bulk727

density is not well constrained as the potential range has not been reduced sig-728

nificantly, but the present analysis favours bulk densities slightly denser than the729

unconstrained distribution. All three models have scenarios over the full range730

of potential total kinetic energies, but the PM predicts a more even spread over731

the range with a mean of 24 MT TNT, whereas the DCM and CRM favour732

higher energies and have a mean of 30 MT TNT. The mass of the asteroid is733

towards the higher range of potential values and has been constrained to within734

9×107 and 3×109 kg for all three models. The PM favours slightly lower mass735

values with mean of 7×108 kg and the DCM and CRM favour higher values with736

a mean mass of 1.1×109 kg. We note that velocity and mass distributions are737

not independent as the kinetic energy must also be within the imposed range.738

Figure 14 shows the difference between the possible Tunguska scenarios when739

the potential impact angle range is reduced from 10◦ - 60◦ to 20◦ - 45◦. This740

reduces the number of possible scenarios from 2773 to 844 over all three models.741

When the potential angles are reduced there is a slight shift in all of the pa-742

rameter distributions. The mean radius required increases from 42 m to 45 m,743

the mean velocity decreases from 16 km/s to 17 km/s, the mean angle decreases744

from 49◦ to 39◦, the bulk density increases slightly, the mean total kinetic en-745

ergy increases from 25 Mt TNT to 27 Mt TNT, and the mean mass increases746

from 8×108 kg to 1×109 kg.747

Depending on the burst criteria that is applied to the Tunguska event the748

range of potential initial conditions of the asteroid can be defined as most likely749

to have had an initial radius between 25 and 75 m, an initial velocity of 11.5-33750

km/s, an entry angle between 25◦ and 60◦, and an initial mass of 1×108-2.5×109751

kg. This statistical analysis could be used as a starting point for more complex752

simulations of the Tunguska event, which could then be related to the ground753

damage observed.754
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Figure 14: Grey regions show the probability distributions of all H24±1 scenarios. Lines show

the distributions of scenarios that have a burst altitude between 5-10 km and total kinetic

energy of 3-50 MT TNT, Blue shows scenarios with an impact angle of 10-60◦, and Red shows

scenarios with an impact angle of 20-45◦.
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7. Conclusions755

Three existing semi-analytical models of atmospheric disruption and energy756

deposition of meteoroids have been compared: (1) the Pancake Model (Chyba757

et al., 1993); (2) the Debris Cloud Model (Hills & Goda, 1993); and (3) the758

Chain Reaction Model (Avramenko et al., 2014). All three models use the same759

governing equations, but they each make different physical approximations, and760

use different equations, to describe the spreading rate after fragmentation and761

hence the dramatic post-fragmentation deceleration of the meteoroid and the762

concomitant transfer of energy to the atmosphere. All three models can be763

calibrated to replicate the energy deposition curve inferred from Chelyabinsk764

observations (Brown et al., 2013), however, the implied meteoroid strength is765

different in each case. The implied separation of the cloud of fragments at peak766

energy deposition in each model is ≈ 7 times the initial meteoroid size for each767

model. Lateral spreading of this magnitude is inconsistent with Chelyabinsk768

observations and the results of more sophisticated meteoroid disruption simula-769

tions, but appears to correctly mimic the effective drag forces on the Chelyabinsk770

meteoroid.771

To test whether the calibrated models were in similar agreement for other772

airburst scenarios, the three models were applied to a more energetic airburst773

scenario comparable to the Tunguska event. At this scale, the model results774

show a variability of 3 km in burst altitude and 500 kT/km in peak energy775

deposition rate. This suggests that differences between semi-analytical airburst776

model predictions can be important when modelling a specific airburst scenario.777

To place this inter-model uncertainty in context, we investigated the effect778

of uncertainties in (a) choice of model; (b) internal model parameters; and (c)779

physical meteoroid parameters on airburst outcome using the Dakota software,780

by Sandia National Laboratories (Adams et al., 2016). Our uncertainty quan-781

tification first investigated the effect of individual parameters when all other782

conditions were fixed. We found that while all physical parameters have a783

large effect on energy deposition, most model coefficients (e.g., CD, CF , CS)784
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have much less of an effect. The effect of most physical parameters on airburst785

outcome was similar between models. The exceptions were trajectory angle786

and strength, which showed important differences in behaviour between mod-787

els. With increasing angle to the vertical, the altitude of peak energy release788

gets closer to the surface; however, according to the Debris Cloud Model impact789

angle has almost no effect on the peak energy deposition rate, whereas for the790

two other models steeper trajectories also result in more concentrated energy791

release. Similarly, whilst stronger meteoroids always burst closer to the ground,792

according to both the Pancake Model and the Debris Cloud Model stronger793

meteoroids also deposit the bulk of their kinetic energy over a shorter altitude794

range, whereas in the Chain Reaction Model, stronger objects disrupt more795

gradually and deposit their energy over a larger altitude range.796

To assess the combined parameter uncertainties we also performed a latin797

hypercube sample uncertainty quantification, using Dakota (Adams et al., 2016),798

for two hypothetical events where the only a priori constraint was the asteroid799

brightness. In one event, we assumed an H-magnitude of 27±0.5 (similar size800

to Chelyabinsk) with 30,000 samples; in the other, we assumed an H-magnitude801

of 24±1 (similar to Tunguska) with 60,000 samples. In both cases, all three802

models produce a variation in airburst altitude and peak energy deposition rate803

that is much greater than the differences between the predictions of the three804

models. This suggests that as long as all physical parameter uncertainties are805

accounted for, probabilistic airburst hazard assessment is not sensitive to the806

choice of continuous fragmentation model, among the three considered here.807

Nevertheless, the Pancake Model consistently predicts lower burst altitudes,808

and the Chain Reaction Model consistently predicts a smaller overall variation in809

burst altitude compared with the other models. Hence, the ‘worst-case’ scenario810

can be sensitive to the choice of continuous fragmentation model.811

Uncertainty quantification from the larger H-magnitude scenario provides812

insight into the likely meteoroid parameters for the Tunguska event. Using813

previously calculated estimates for the Tunguska burst altitude (5-10 km; (e.g.814

Ben-Menahem, 1975; Trayner, 1997; Boslough & Crawford, 1997)), entry angle815
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(10-60◦; (e.g. Chyba et al., 1993) and 20-45◦; (e.g. Korobeinikov et al., 1976;816

Boslough & Crawford, 1997)), and total energy deposited (3-50 MT/TNT; (e.g.817

Pasechnik, 1976; Boslough & Crawford, 2008)), we filtered out scenarios incon-818

sistent with observations and considered the residual parameter probabilities.819

This suggests that the likely initial conditions of the Tunguska impactor, if it820

had an H-magnitude between 23 and 25, were: radius = 25-75 m, mass = 1×108-821

2.5×109 kg, velocity = 11.5-33 km/s, and entry angle = 25-60◦. The range of822

probable initial conditions is not substantially different when the entry angle823

constraints are restricted to a trajectory of 20-45◦, favoring a slightly larger and824

slower asteroid.825
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